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A top corrections official in
Oregon and Florida has
accepted the Secretary of
Corrections post given him by
Gov. James Hunt.
Amos Reed, 61~ described

tiis duties as being in "a most
difficult arenaV citing overcrowdingas the most pressing
problem facing his*' tenure.
North Carolina's prison systemwas built to hold only
10,000 inmates but today
houses well over 13,000. This,
however, is but one problem.
Another problem area that

should be of particular interest
i to blacks, and one that we

hope the new secretary will
address himself to, is the
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^SAmos Reed
soaring rate of imprisonmnei
of blacks, particularly blacl
men in the state prisor
system.
A study recently!released b)

the North Carolina Socia
Research Corporation ir

_Raleigh, N.C. provided some

very interesting statistics or
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in this state.
The study indicates that:
4% of North Carolina's

black men between 26 and 30
are in state prisons. Rates of
imprisonment for black men in
North Carolina peak, at this
age interval, although the
rates of imprisonment sufferedby black men over

virtually the entire adult life
span are very much higher

^than rajes of imprisonment
suffered by white men in
North Carolina.

Rates of imprisonment for
i < « -

DiacK male North Carolinians
""were found to be over 5 times
as high as rates for white
males, in general. Rates ol
imprisonment for black men

from the age of 17 until the
age of 45 were found to/be
higher than even the peak rate
for white men. The peak rate
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of imprisonment for white
men was found to be about
1%. The peak rate for white
men appears to be at the age

. of 20, after which the rate
gradually declines.
The rate of imprisonment

for black men does not begin
to decline until about the age
of 30 -- in contrast to the white4
rate. :

The study suggests there is
aneed for legislatively

mandated research into the
question of whether blacks
and whites receive .equal
justice in North Carolina. The
study also sugge%ts there is a

need for legislatively mandatedresearch into the question
nf U/hpthAf Mr\rth Patrvlino 'c
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rates of imprisonment are

unnecessarily high -- for
blacks and whites. =

Here in Forsyth County,
according to Correction Super*
intendent J.V. Turlington,
black/white breakdown of the
prison population from the
county contributed to the I

j. overall prison population is I
[_ about 60% black and 40% |

white. He said Forsyth has so
far contributed about 500

t people to the prison popula1tion.
1 The study also shows that

Forsyth ranks eighth in the
top ten counties in" North

' Carolina with the highest rate
1 of imprisonment for black men

in the state. :
1 Jeff Williams, Director of
* Research and Evaluation for

the State Department of
Corrections, said the study
was accurate and "nothing

r new" to the personnel in his
office. He said also that while

-the -study.is accurate .and
complies generally with the

* findings of his cjepattment, it
- does not. give any real

indication of why% jimprisonmenttrends appear as they
do.
He said anyone reading the

i study may draw conclusions
that may not be necessarily ^
accurate^ "From the study/'

1 4 4

ne saia, one may assume

that blacks are being
discriminated against, or

commit serious crimes and
more of them than whites."
He said he does not believe
chat reverse discrimination

v

may be at work where blacks
See Prison, Page 13
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Recently there came

.across*. my desk a beau-tifullywritten biography of
a quietly humble and capableblack man named EdwardFrasier Kennell. There

was nothingextraordinaryabout his life;
that is, there was little
that many young people
could not aspire to. The
highest office he ever held
Was that of Commissioner
of Urban Housing in the
adopted city of his adult
life. The particular title he
bore was high-sounding
since he was denied being
Public Housing director,
simply because he, was

black.
* *

*

*

Edward Kennell died at
the age of 58, also not ,

out of the ordinary, since WINSTON-SA
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the death rate for black
.. professionals is almost twice

as great from heart diseases
or hypertension as for
whites.

This stems from the.
fact that, if a black man is
58, he is really much dldbecausethe white world
puts twice as many pressures- or even more -- upon
those of us who are black.
Black people, for example,
in our American society
are defined as to who they
are and what roles they
are to" play by every white
person in whose presence^
we stand.

Thus, if we meet 1000
white people in a day, in
a week or in a. month, we

have had to be 1000 or

more different role-players
or different people. That's

like playing a perpetual
game of hop-scotch; it's
simply too rnich jumping.
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It makes us sick with all
a

kinds of ~ tfmigs. Listen to j
.th is partiallisttng.below.

It gives us heartache . . .

since we can't "be ourselves"like we would like to
be. It raises our high blood
pressure^ whieb-ntakes oulr
insurance rates higher or
makes many of us . . . like
myself . . . completely
uninsurable through normal

« w.

means, it increases our

death rates, jail rates, murderrates, suicide rates . . .

and our unemployment
rates.

Being black means bearingan awesomHy heavy
load. We can't escape that.
But we can set someall-toomodestlimits_i_uponwhat
white' America does to
us ... . and to our black
sisters and brothers.

Edward Kennell spent.
practically all his life doing
just that.

* * *

Edward Frasier Kennell
was born in the Back Bay
section of Boston in 1916;
and he had a relative who
was a drug store owner
whom everyone knew as

"Shag" Taylor. 4tSha*"
thought the world of his
lively little relative; and
because he was so active,
always jumping about, Shag
gave him a nickname which
stuck with Edward Kennell
for the rest of his life. Shag
called him "Feets." So he
became known as 4 4old
Feets Kennell."
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